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Starlike bodies are interesting in non linear functional analysis because they are
strongly related to bump functions and to n-homogeneous polynomials on Banach
spaces, and their geometrical properties are thus worth studying. In this paper we
deal with the question whether James' theorem on the characterization of reflexivity
holds for (smooth) starlike bodies, and we establish that a feeble form of this result
is trivially true for starlike bodies in nonreflexive Banach spaces, but a reasonable
strong version of James' theorem for starlike bodies is never true, even in the smooth
case. We also study the related question as to how large the set of gradients of a bump
function can be, and among other results we obtain the following new characterization
of smoothness in Banach spaces: a Banach space X has a C 1 Lipschitz bump function
if and only if there exists another c l smooth Lipschitz bump function whose set of
gradients contains the unit ball of the dual space X*. This result might also be relevant
to the problem offinding an Asplund space with no smooth bump functions. © 2001
Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS

A closed subset A of a Banach space X is said to be a starlike body
provided A has a non-empty interior and there exists a point Xo E int A
such that each ray emanating from Xo meets the boundary of A at most
once. In this case we will say that A is starlike with respect to Xo. When
dealing with starlike bodies, we can always assume that they are starlike
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with respect to the origin (Up to suitable translations), and we wil! do so
unless othe:rv.rise stated. For a starlike body A, we define the characteristic
cone of A as

ceA

~

{XE XI rXEA for al! r >O}

and the Minkowski functional of A as

for al! x E X It is easily seen that for every starlike body A its Minkowski
functional qA is a continuous function which satisfies qA (rx) ~ rq A(x) for
every r:;' O and qA1(0) ~ eeA, Moreover, A ~ {x E X I qA(X) ~ l}, and 8A ~
{ x E X I qA(x) ~ 1}, where 8A stands for the boundary of A, Conversely, if
¡f¡: X -+ [0,00) is continuous and satisfies ¡f¡(h) ~A¡f¡(X) for al! A:;' O, then
A. ~ {x E X I ¡f¡(x) ~ l} is a starlike body, Convex bodies (that is, closed
convex sets with nonempty interior) are an important kind of starlike
bodies. For a convex body U, ccU is always a convex set, but in general
the characteristic cone of a starlike body will not be a convex set. We will
say that A is a CP smooth starlike body provided its Minkowski functional
qA is CP smooth on the set X\ceA ~ X\qA1(0),
The reader might wonder why we should care about smooth starlike bodies
at aH. Such objects appear in nonlinear functional analysis as natural substitutes of convex bodies. Indeed, on the one hand, smooth starlike bodies are
strongly related to polynomials in Banach spaces since for every n-homogeneous polynomial P: X -+ R the sets A, ~ {x E X I P(x) ~ e}, e E R, are

either starlike bodies or complements of starlike bodies; therefore the level
sets of every n-homogeneous polynomials are boundaries of starlike bodies,
and if one is interested in the geometrical behaviour of n- homogeneous

polynomials then one should also pay sorne atlention to the geometrical
properties of starlike bodies, On the other hand, smooth bounded starlike
bodies also arise in a natural way from smooth bump functions; indeed, for

every Banach space (X, 11, 11) with a CP smooth bump function there exist
a functional ¡f¡ and constants a, b > O such that ¡f¡ is CP smooth away from
the origin, ¡f¡(h) ~ IAI ¡f¡(x) for every x E X and A E R, and a Ilxll ~ ¡f¡(x) ~
b Ilxll for every XEX (see [9J, PropositionIL5,l), The function ¡f¡ has a
useful conical shape and can sometimes take the role of a smooth norm in
spaces which in general are not know to possess such norms. The level sets

of this function are precisely the boundaries of the CP smooth bounded
starlike bodies A,~ {xEXI ¡f¡(x)~e}, e>O, Conversely, ifa Banach space
X has a CP smooth bounded starlike body then it has a CP smooth bump
function as well.
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It is therefore reasonable to ask to what extent the geometrical properties of convex bodies are shared with the more general class of starlike
bodies. Surprisingly enough, lo lhe besl of lhe aulhors' knowledge, very little
work concerning smooth starlike bodies and their geometrical properties
has been attempled.
One ofthe deepest classical results offunctional analysis is James' theorem
[11 J on lhe characlerization of reflexivily. Lel us recall whal James' lheorem
reads. A Banach space X is reflexive if and only if, for a given bounded convex
body B in X, every continuous linear functional TE.x* attains its supremum
on B. In this paper we investigate to what extent this fundamental result
can be generalized for slarlike bodies.
There are two problems to be considered, one for each direction in the
equivalence given by James' theorem. The difficult and more interesting
parl of James' lheorem lells us lhal for every bounded convex body B in
a nonreflexive Banach space X there exists TE X* so that T does not attain
its supremum on B. Since B is convex this amounts to saying that T does
not attain any local extrema on B. Moreover, if B is smooth then this
means that there is sorne one-codimensional subspace H of X so that the
hyperplanes y + H are nol langenl lo B al any poinl y E aBo Al lhis poinl
we face two possible generalizations of this result for starlike bodies, one
for each of those formulations (which, as we just said, are equivalent in the
case of convex bodies, bul nol for slarlike bodies). The firsl one yields a
statement which is true but not very interesting; we call it a "weak form of
James' theorem" for starlike bodies:

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a bounded starlike body in a nonrejiexive
Banach space X. Then there exists a continuous linear functional TE X* such
that T does not attain its supremum on A.

However, when one considers the second formulation of the difficult part
of James' theorem, things turn out very different in the case of starlike
bodies. In this new setting it is natural to ask whether a "strong form of
James' lheorem" is lfUe for slarlike bodies (al leasl when lhey are smoolh).
By a slrong James' lheorem we mean lhe following: if A is a bounded
starlike body in a nonreflexive Banach space X , does there exist TE X* so
lhal T does nol attain any local exlrema on A? For a smoolh slarlike body
A the question should even be made stronger: is there sorne one-codimensional subspace H in X such lhal lhe hyperplanes z + H are nol langenl lo
A al any poinl Z E aA? Equivalenlly, if qA is lhe Minkowski functional of
A, is lhere sorne TE X* such lhal T does nol belong lo lhe cone generaled
bylhe sel {q~(x):x"'O} inX*? (Ofcourse, if A is aconvex bodylhen lhe
answer is "yes", it satisfies this strong form of James' theorem.)
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We will prove that both questions have negative answers, that IS, a
strong James' theorem fails for bounded starlike bodies, even when they are
smooth, in nonreflexive Banach spaces.
THEOREM 1,2, Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, Then there
exists a bounded starlike body A ce X such that every TE X* attains infinitely
many local maxima and minima on A.
Moreover, if X is a separable Asplund space then there exists a bounded
el smooth starlike body A ce X with the property that for every TE X*\ {O}
there exists y E 8A such that the hyperplane y + Ker T is tangent to 8A at y,
In other words, if q A is the Minkowski functional of A then (Aq~ (x): A ~ 0,
x#O} ~X*,

The starlike body provided by the first part of this result is not smooth,
Our construction of a general counterexample in the smooth case (second
part of this statement) is strongly related to the following natural question
concerning the size of the sets of gradients of bump functions, which we
also deal with in this papeL If X is a Banach space and b: X -+ [O, 00) is
a smooth bump function (that is, a smooth function with bounded support,
not identically zero), how large can the set of gradients b'(X) be in X*?
In general, as a consequence of Ekeland's variational principIe, one has
that the cone generated by the set of gradients of b, 'i/(b) ~ {Ab'(x): A ~ 0,
XEX}, is norm-dense in the dual space X* (see [9J, p,58, Proposition 52), It seems natural to think that there should be no upper bound on
the size of 'i/(b), and it might well happen that b'(X) ~ X*, We will show
that this is indeed true, In fact we have the following,
THEOREM 1,3, Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, The following
statements are equivalent.

(1)

el smooth Lipschitz bump function;
X has a el smooth Lipschitz bump function f such that f'(X)
X has a

(2)
contains the unit ball of X*; in particular 'i/(f)

~

X*,

Moreover, if X satisfies (1) then there exists a el smooth (non-Lipschitz)
bump function b on X with the property that b'(X) ~X*,
A straightforward corollary to this result is that a separable infinitedimensional space X is Asplund if and only if X has a el smooth bump
function b so that b' (X) ~ X*,
It is worth mentioning that the result provided by Theorem 1,3 is the
keystone for our proof of the "smooth" part of Theorem 1,2, On the other
hand, Theorem 1,3 might also be relevant to the problem offinding an Asplund
space with no smooth bumps.
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Now let liS consider the other direction of the equivalence given by
James' theorem, the "easy" part of this result. Namely, if X is reflexive,
every bounded convex body BcXsatisfies that, for every TEX*, Tatlains
its supremum on B. Equivalently, every one-codimensional subspace H of
X has the property that z + H supports and touches B at sorne point z E aBo
When B is smooth this means that z + H is tangent to B at sorne point
Z E aBo Does this part of James' theorem remain true when one replaces the
term "convex body" with "starlike body"?
The next result tells us precisely that, whatever the formulation we
choose for this part of James' theorem, the answer to the aboye question
is negative.
THEOREM 1.4. In the Hilbert space (2 there exist a ero smooth bounded
starlike body A and a one-codimensional subspace H with the property that
for no y E aA is the hyperplane y + H tangent to A at y. In other words,
(Aq~(x): A~O, x",O} ",X*.

It comes as no surprise that this result is a consequence of the failure of
Rolle's theorem and the existence of deleting diffeomorphisms in infinitedimensional Banach spaces (see [1-5, 14 J). Indeed, James' theorem trivially
implies that the classical Rolle's theorem is tfUe for the class of convex functions in a Banach space X if and only if X is reflexive. Namely, for every
Banach space X and every bounded convex body B c X, the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) X is reflexive
(2) For every continuous convex function
on aB, there exists Xo E int B so that OE af(xo),

f

B -+ R such that

f

~

O

where af(x) stands for the classical subdifferential of f at x, af(x) ~
{x* E X* : f(y) - f(x) ~ x*(y - x) for all y}. Hence, it is only natural that
the failure of the "easy" part of James' theorem for starlike bodies is closely
related to the failure of Rolle's theorem for bump functions in infinite
dimensions.
As a corollary to lA we have a result that sheds sorne light on the
natural question as to how smal! the cone generated by the set of gradients
of a bump can be. Namely,
COROLLARY 1.5. In the Hilbert space (2 there exist a ero smooth bump
function f X -+ R (with starlike support) and a linear functional TE X* such
that the vectors {T, b'(x)} are linearly independent for al! x E X with b'(x) '" O.

In order to highlight the link between bump functions and starlike bodies
let us make one final remark. Theorems 1.2 and lA, taken together, tell us
that James' theorem fails for (smooth) starlike bodies, while their "bump"
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counterparts, Theorem 1,3 and Corollary 1,5, could be summed up by saying that James' theorem fails for smooth bump functions, This similarity
between starlike bodies and bump functions is also stressed by the interdependence of the proofs: 1,2 will be deduced from 1,3, while 1,5 is a corollary
to 1,4,

2,

THE PROOFS

We will start with the easy proof of Ll, then we will proceed with the
proof of 13, which is the keystone in the proof of 1,2, Finally we will prove
Theorem 1A and Corollary 1,5,
Proolol Proposition 1,1, Let e be the closed convex hull of A, which is
a (bounded) convex body of X Since X is not reflexive, James' theorem
gives liS a continuous linear functional TE X* such that T does not attain
its sup on C. Let liS see that

sup
x EA

T(x)~sup T(x):~IX>O
x

E

e

and T does not atlain SUPXEA T(x) eitheL It is obvious that SUPXEA T(x)
~a. We only have to see that a~supxEA T(x).
Let 8 > 0, and choose y E e so that T( y) ~ IX - 8/2, Since e ~ conv( A) we
can pick x E conv(A) such that x is so close to y as to satisfy I T( y) - T(x)1
~8/2, Then we have T(X)+8/2~T(y)~IX-8/2 and hence T(X)~IX-8,
Now, since x E conv(A), there exist points a i E A and numbers ti E (O, 1 J,
i=l, ... ,n, such that 2:.7=1 t¡=l and X=¿:7=1 t¡a j • There must be sorne i
such that T(a i ) ~ IX - 8; otherwise we would have
n

T(x)~

¿
i= 1

n

tiT(a,) <

¿

ti(IX-8)~(IX-8),

j=l

a contradiction. This shows that for each 8> O there exists an a E A such
that T(a) ~ IX - 8, Therefore IX ~ SUPXEA T(x) and consequently SUPXEA T(x)
~ SUPXEC T(x), Finally, since T does not atlain SUPXEC T(x) and A is
contained in e, it is obvious that T cannot attain SUpxEA T(x).

Prool 01 Theorem 1,3, The proof of 1,3 finds inspiration in Bates's
construction of smooth surjections between Banach spaces (see [6J), For
the reader's convenience we [irst give the proof in the separable case, which
is easier to grasp, and then we saya few words about the way one can
adapt this proof to the general (nonseparable) case,
So let liS assume that X is a separable Banach space with a el smooth
Lipschitz bump function, In particular X is an Asplund space and the dual
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X* is also separable. In these conditions it is known (see [9 J) that X has
an equivalent el smooth norm 11· 11. Let us denote B ~ {XEX: 11 x 11 ,,; 1 },
and fix a number 8 such that 0<8 < 1/32. For this 8 take a sequence {zn}
ofpoints in B such that B(zn' 48) cB for every n and Ilzn-zm 11> 88 whenever n i' m. Let T n : X -+ X be the affine contraction defined by T n ( x) ~
zn+8X for each n. Then the balls Bn:~Tn(B)~B(zn,8) are pairwise
disjoint and lie in the interior of the unit ball B. Let !!#o ~ {B}, and for
k ~ 1 let us define subcollections of balls within B by

By a chain of balls we will mean a sequence (~) such that Uj E!!#j and
~ + 1 c Uj for each j E I\j. It should be noted that there is a bijection
between the chains of balls (~) and the sequences of natural numbers s ~
(nI' n 2, ... , nJ" ... ) E I\j N by means of the relation UJ' ~ T n T n ... T n (B). We
"
,
will use the notation

It is quite clear that the intersection of any chain of these balls consists

exactly of one point. Indeed,
ro

n

}=1

B(n¡,n 2 •.. ,nj

)

=

¿
}=l

this series being absolutely convergent because Ilzn 11 ,,; 1 for all n and 8 < l.
Note also that for every (nl,n2, ... ,nJENJ the balls {B(n¡,n 2, ... ,nj ,m)}mEN
are contained in the ball B(n¡,n 2 •... ,nj ) and are the image of the balls {Bm} mE N
under the affine contraction T n T n ... T n .
"
,
Now, by composing the el smooth norm 11·11 with a suitable real function
we can obtain a el smooth Lipschitz function h: X -+ [O, 1 J such that h( x) ~ 1
whenever 11 x 11 ,,; 2, h( x) ~ O if 11 x 11 ~ 3, and lIh' 11 ro ~ SuPXE x Ilh'( x) 11 ,,; 2.
Next we are going to define a series of el mappings as follows. Take a
sequence (X~)nEN which is dense in the unit ball of X*, and for k ~ 1 put

for all x E X It is clear that Ik is el smooth and Lipschitz and its support
is contained in U(n¡ ,n 2 •... ,nk)E rJk B(:LY= 1 SJ-I Znj , 3é) e B (note that this is a
disjoint union of balls). Moreover, by the construction, it is clear that
fk(B(n¡,n 2, ... ,nk») = 82(k-l)X~k for aH (nI, n2, .. " nk) E r\Jk.
We claim that the series L:k"~ 1 Ik converges to a el Lipschitz mapping
f X -+ [O, 4J which has the property thatf'(X) contains the unit ball ofthe
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dual X*, For a given kE N we have that for every XEX either x belongs
to one and only one of the disjoint balls Zn + 8Z n + ... + SJ-l zn + 3r/B or
"
,
x is not in any of these balls; in any case we will have that there exist sorne
nI' .. " nk such that

for all y in a neighbourhood of x; then, taking into account that h
2-Lipschitz and Ilx~ 1 ~ 1 for all n, we can estimate

lS

Then we have Il/k(x)11 ~5é-2 for all XEX and all nE N, which implies
that ¿:k"~l Il/k(x)11 ~5 ¿:k"~lsk-2 for all x, In the same way one can easily
check that ¿:k"~ 1 Il/k(X) 1 ~ ¿:k"~ 1 2s2k- 2 ~ 4 for all x, This means that the
series ¿:k"~ 1 Ik(X) converges uniformly on Xto a e l smooth Lipschitz function
f x -+ [0,4 J whose derivative is I'(x) ~ ¿: k"~ 1 Ik(X), Moreover, according
to the above estimation for the series of derivatives, we have 111' 1 ro ~
2
SUPXE X 111'(x)11 ~5S-2, that is,fis 5s- -Lipschitz,
Let us now see that l' (X) contains the unit ball of X*, By the construction of the Ik and I it is clear that Ik( aBen" ~ ... , n,») ~ S2(k-l)X~, and

1'(aB (n¡ , ... , nk) ) ~ x*n¡ + 82X*n 2 + ... + 82(k-l)X*nk
for all chains ofballs (B(n"". ,n,)hE N' Let X* E X*, Ilx*11 ~l. Since (x~) is
dense in the unit ball of X* we can choose nI so that Ilx* - x~, 1 ~ 8 2 Then
we can choose n 2 so that 1 (x* - x~,) - 82X~, 1 ~ 8 4 We apply this argument
inductively to choose a chain of balls (B(n" ".,n,)h such that

Ilx* - l'(aB(n" ,n"n,.,»)11
~ Ilx*-x* _S2X* n¡
n2

o

••

_S2(k-l)X* _s2kx*
nk

n;:

nk+l

1

~82(k+l)

""

for aH k E N. Then, if we put x: =
1 B(n¡ . n • o., n ) = Lj~ 1 SJ-I Znj , by con2
j
tinuity of l' we will have that I'(x) ~ x*.
So far we have proved that there exists a e l smooth 5s- 2-Lipschitz
bump function f X -+ [O, 4 J such that l' (X) contains the unit ball of X*
and the support of lis contained in B. This shows that (1) implies (2) in
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Theorem 1.3 (and it is obvious that (2) implies (1) too). Finally, in order
to obtain a el smooth bump function b: X -+ R with the property that
b' (X) ~ X* we can define

b(x)

~

I nf(X~Zn)

for all x E X. Since the maps fn( x) ~ f( ~~") have pairwise disjoint supports
and their derivatives have the property thatf~(X) ~s-lf'(x) contains the
ball of center O and radius l/s of the dual X*, it is quite clear that
b'(X) ~ X*. This concludes the proof of 1.3 in the separable case.
In order to extend this kind of results to nonseparable Banach spaces
with smooth Lipschitz bumps we will need the following fact about Asplund
spaces. Recall that the density character dens( X) of a Banach space X is the
smallest cardinality that a dense subset of X can have.
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Asplund space. Then
dens(X) ~dens(X*), and for every SE (0,1/2) there exists a s-separated
collection of points (Z.).ET in the unit ball of X with card(r) ~dens(X*).
Proo! In [13 J it is shown that for an Asplund space X we have
dens( X) ~ dens( X*). Let us briefiy see that if dens( X) ~ 1( then there exists
an s-separated collection of points (Z.).ET in B x with card(r) ~ 1(. By
Zorn's lemma we can take a maximal set (Z,,:JxET of s-separated points in
Bx. Since X is infinite-dimensional it is clear that card(r) ~ Xo. Let A be
the set of finite linear combinations with rational coefficients of elements of
(Z.).ET' Then card(A)~card(rxl\j)~card(r)~Xo' It is easy to see that
A ~ X (indeed, A is a closed subspace of X, and if A el X then we can take
a point Z E S x such that dist(z, A) > 1/2, but this contradicts the maximality
of (Z.).ET)' Therefore, by definition of dens(X) we have 1("; card(A) ~
card(r). On the other hand, since the points of (Z.).ET are isolated, it is
clear that card(r),,; 1(. I
Now we are ready to make a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the
nonseparable case. Since X has a el Lipschitz bump function, by composing it with a suitable real function, we can obtain a el Lipschitz function
h: X -+ [O, 1 J such that h( x) ~ 1 whenever 1 x 1 ,,; 2, h( x) ~ O if 1 x 1 ~ M, and
IIh'llro ~SUPXEx Ilh'(x)11 ";M, for sorne M~ 3.
Now, for a fixed s> O such that s < l/32M, according to Lemma 2.1, we
can take a 2Ms-separated collection of points (Z.).ET in ~B (where B is the
unit ball of X) with card(r)~dens(X*). Then the balls B(z.,Ms), Cl.Er,
are aH disjoint and contained in B. As in the separable case we can define
chains of balls
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for s= (al, a2, ... , aj , ... )E r N, and there is a bijection between the chains of
balls (U¡) and the set of sequences r N ; moreover, the intersection of any
chain of these balls consists exactly of one point, namely, nj~ 1 B(a¡ . 0;2 • ... , é)

_" co

-L."j=lc

j-l

Zaj

'

Next, since dens(X*) ~card(r), we can take a subset (X;).ET which is
dense in the unit ball of X*, and for every k ~ 1 we can define

fk(X)~

S"k-l)hC-L:;~~8j-IZ.j) [x;,(x)+IJ

¿
(a¡ , C(2" '" ak)Er k

[;

for all x E X As in the separable case one can check that the series L: k"~ 1 fk
converges to a el Lipschitz functionfwhich has the property thatf'(X)
contains the unit ball of X*, This shows the equivalence between (1) and
(2) of L3 in the general case,
Finally, in order to obtain a el smooth bump b on X such that b'(X) ~
X*, it is enough to take a sequence (al' (X2, ... , CXb ... ) E r N with a j #- a} if
i i' j, and put
b(x)

ro
(X-Z)
~ n~l nf ~

for all XE X

Proof of Theorem 1,2 (Nonsmooth case), Let us fix sorne 8 E (0, 1/8)
and pick a continuous real function g ~ g,: [ -8, sJ -+ [O, 2J such that g
is twice differentiable away from the origin and g satisfies the following
conditions:
(1 ) g(t)

~

g( - t) for all t;

(2)

g'(t)<Ofor all tE(O,S);

(3)

g"(t) > O for all t E (O, s);

(4)

lim Ho + g'(t)

(5)

g(0)~2, g(8)~g(-S)~0,

~

-00; and

In particular g is not differentiable at O and the graph of g has the nice
property that every line but t ~ O passing through the point (O, 2) E 1l(2 is
aboye the graph,
Now, for every closed hyperplane H~{x E Xlf(x)~O}, wherefEX*,
Ilfll ~ 1, and for every vector z such that Ilzll ~ 1 andf(z) ~ 1, we are going
to define what we will call a "spike directed by z and H" and we will denote
SH,, ' Let us write X ~Hffi [zJ, and define
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as the spike directed by z and H. This spike is easily checked to be a bounded
starlike body which has the property that for every hyperplane M passing
through the point 2z and not containing the line {Az: A E R} there exists a
neighbourhood V of 2z such that M touches S H, ~ n V only at the "cusp"
of S H,~' that is the point 2z. This means that for every TE X* such that
Z $ Ker r, T attains either a local maximum or a local minimum on the
body SH,~ at the point 2z.
Next we consider the "ball with a spike directed by z and H", UH,~ ~
B x u S H, n where B x is the unit ball of X. Again, it is easy to check that
UH, ~ is a bounded starlike body (because the union of two bodies which
are starlike with respect to the origin is a starlike body with respect to the
origin), and this "spiky ball" has the property that for every TE X* such
that Z $ Ker r, T attains either a local maximum or a local minimum on
UH ~ at the point 2z.
Now, let {Z(l';L~EI be a 4s-net in the unit sphere S x, that is, a maximal
subset of 4s-separated points of S x (two points x, y are said to be b-separated
provided Ilx - y 1 ~ b). For each z. take l. E X* with 11/. 1 ~ 1 such that
I.(z.) ~ 1 (this l. always exists thanks to the Hahn-Banach theorem), and
consider the ball with spike UH",~" as defined aboye, where H. ~ Ker l.: we
will denote U. ~ UH",~" for shor!. For each aEI let ¡f¡. be the Minkowski
functional of the starlike body U•. Next consider the union of all these
balls with spikes, what we could call a "porcupine body",
A~

U U•.

We claim that A is a bounded starlike body. Indeed, let us define ¡f¡: X
[0,00) by
¡f¡(x)

~

-+

inf ¡f¡.(x) .

.el

Since all the functions ¡jJ rx are positive homogeneous, ¡jJ is also positive
homogeneous. Let liS see that ¡jJ is continuous on X. Since ¡jJ is positive
homogeneous it is enough to check that ¡jJ is continuous on the unit sphere
S x. Take a point z E S x and consider ry ~ inf{ Ilz - z. 11: a E I}. If ry"; 8 then,
since the points ZC( are 4s-separated there is a unique ex = a o El such that
Ilz - z" 1 ,,; 8: for all the other z. we have Ilz - z. 1 ~ 38. Then for every
x E S x with Ilx - zll < 8 we have Ilx -z" 1 < 28, and Ilx -z. 1 ~ 28 for a # a o:
by the construction of the U. and ¡f¡. this implies that ¡f¡.,(x)"; ¡f¡.(x) for all
a # a o and for all x E S x such that Ilx - zll < s. Then it is clear that
¡f¡(x) ~ ¡f¡.,(x) for all x E S x with Ilx- zll < 8 and ¡f¡ is continuous at z on S x
becauseso is ¡f¡.,. On theother hand, ifry>sthen wecan taker~(ry-8)/2
>0 and we have that Ilx-z.11 >8 for all a whenever Ilx-zll <r, so that,
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by the construction of U. and ¡f¡., ¡f¡(x) ~ ¡f¡.(x) ~ Ilxll for all (J, and for all
with Ilx - zll < r, and therefore ¡f¡ is continuous at z on S x' In either
case we see that ¡jJ is continuous at z.
Since ¡f¡ is continuous and positive homogeneous, the set {x E X I ¡f¡(x)";
I} is a starlike body, Let us see that A~{xEXI¡f¡(x)";I}, By using the
fact that the points Za are 4s-separated and the construction of A one can
easily check that A is a closed sel, If ¡f¡(x) < l then, by the definition of ¡f¡,
there exists sorne (J, such that ¡f¡.(x) < 1, so that XE U. and therefore xEA;
since A is closed and ¡jJ is continuous and positive homogeneous this
implies that {x E X I ¡f¡(x) ,,; I} e; A, On the other hand, if x E A then there
exists sorne ex such that XE Urx., which means ¡jJrx(x) ~ 1 and therefore
¡f¡(x)"; L
So we have that A ~ U.eI U. is a starlike body, and A is bounded (it is
contained in the ball of radius 2 with center at the origin), It only remains
to check that every TE X* attains a local maximum or minimum on A.
Take TE X*, T #- 0, and consider the hyperplane Ker T. Since {ZaL,l';EI is a
4s-net in the sphere S X and s < 1/8, there must be sorne z. such that
Z(X $ Ker T. Then, as said aboye, T attains a local maximum or minimum
at the point 2z. on the body U.' It is easy to see that the bodies A and U.
are locally the same around the point 2z. (that is, there exists sorne r >
such that A n B(2z., r) ~ U. n B(2z., r)), Then it is clear that T also
attains a local maximum or minimum at the point 2zcr; on the body A.
Finally, when X is an infinite-dimensional space, for any hyperplane
M ~ Ker T of X there must be infinitely many points z. of our 4s-net in S x
such that z. rt M, and hence T attains infinitely many local maxima and
minima on A.

xE SX

°

Prooj oj Theorem 1,2 (Smooth case), First of alllet us note that from
the proof of Theorem 1,3 we know that for every separable Asplund space
y and for a fixed s with 0< s < 1/32 there exists a 5s- 2-Lipschitz el
smooth functionj~jy: Y-+ [0,4J whose support is contained in Byand
such that f'(B y ) contains the unit ball of the dual, BY" By putting
/,(y)~2sj(y/s) for al YEYwe can obtain a IOs- 2-Lipschitz el smooth
function/, whose support is in B y(O, s) and such that j;( Y) contains 2B Y"
In particular, for every closed hyperplane H ce X we will have a lOs -2-Lipschitz
el smooth functionj,: H-+ [O, 8sJ such that 2BH, c;j;(BH(O, s)),
Now, since X* is separable, Corollary IL4,3 of [9J gives us an equivalent LUR norm 11, I whose dual norm is also LUR and, in particular,
IH is el smooth on X\{O}, Take M>20s- 2 + 1, and consider the ball
B(O, M) ~ B M , For every z E S x let H, ~ Ker d 11, II(z) (so that Mz + H, is
the tangent hyperplane to SM~ {x: Ilxll ~M} at the point Mz),
For each z E S x, by composing the norm IH with a suitable real function we can obtain a 2/s-Lipschitz el smooth function g ~ g,: H , -+ [O, l J
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such that g( x) ~ l whenever I x I ~ s, g( x) ~ O for Ilx I :" 28, and with the
property that the real functions t f--+ g( tx) are aH non- increasing. On the
other hand, since the norm 11·11 is LUR and el smooth, the hemisphere
{x+tzEH~EB[zJ: Ilx+tzll ~M, t>O} can be regarded as the graph ofa
el smooth function h~h~:H~nBM-+R. Let G~G~:HnBM-+R be
defined by G(x) ~ Mg(x) + (1 - g(x)) h(x); then G is a el smooth function
such that G(x)~Mwhenever Ilxll ~s, G(x)~h(x)for Ilxll :,,2s, andh(x)~
F(x) ~M for aH x; moreover, the function G has the property that the
functions t f--+ G( tx), tE [O, 00), are aH non- increasing (indeed, taking into
account that the functions tf--+g(tx) and tf--+h(tx) are non-increasing for
tE [O, 00), and M-h(tx):"O, l-g(tx):"O, a straightforward calculation
gives us that iG(tx)~Ofor aH t:"O).
Next, for each Z E S x' H ~ Hn let us construct a "baH with a flat bump
directed by z and Ir', which we wiH denote U~. Let us write X ~ H EB [z J
and define
U~ ~ {x + tZEX: O ~ t ~ GAx), Ilxll ~M}

u {x +tZE X: t ~O, Ilx +tzll ~M}.
Looking at the definition of Uz and taking into account that the functions
t f--+ G(tx), t E [O, 00), are aH non-increasing, it is easy to check that every
ray coming [rom the origin meets the boundary 8u z = {x + tz E X: t =
GAx), Ilxll ~ M} u {x +tz E X: t ~ O, Ilx + tzll ~ M} once and only once.
Hence U~ is a starlike body, and it is el smooth because it is 10caHy the
graph of a el smooth function whose tangent hyperplanes do not contain
any ray coming from the origin (this is a standard application of the
implicit function theorem). Let q u, be the Minkowski functional of U~.
Now we are going to put one of those crazy bumps [rom Theorem 1.3 on
the flat part of our baH with a bump, in order to obtain what we wiH caH
a "baH with a weird bump directed by Z and Ir', and we wiH denote W~.
Take a IOs-2-Lipschitz el smooth function f, ~ fH,,: H -+ [O, 8sJ whose
support is in BH(O, s) and such that 2B H, ~f;(BH(O, s)), and define
w~ ~ {x+ tZEX: O ~ t ~M + f,(x), Ilxll ~ s}

u {x+ tZEX: qu,(x+ tz)~

I}.

We claim that W z is a el smooth starlike body which has the property
that for every hyperplane H not containing any vector of the cone
{x+tZEX: Itl >211xll} there exists yEaW~ n {x+tZEX: t>O, Ilxll ~s}
such that y + H is tangent to a W~ at y.
We wiH first see that W~ is a el smooth starlike body. Let us take
yEaW~ and check that the ray {Ay: Jc:"O} meets the boundary aw~ just
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once, exactly at the point y, Write y ~ Xy + tyz E X ~ H ff! [z l If Ilxy I :;, 8 or
ty < O this is clear because the sets Uz and Wz coincide outside the halfcylinder {X+tZEX: Ilxll ~8, t>O} (and we already know that U~ is a
starlike body), If Ilxyll ~s and ly>O then we have

so that ty

~

M-

8

and therefore

Assume that there were another point y'
y' E aw~; then we would have

~Ay,

A'i" 1, A> 0, such that

but in fact
M

+ f,(x y ) - (M + ¡;(Xy))
Ilxy I - IlxyI

¡;(Xy)- ¡;(Xy)

(A-I)llxyll
~ If,(x y ) - f,(x y ) I ~ 108- 2

Ilxy'- Xy I
because f¡; is lOs-2-Lipschitz, a contradiction. Therefore W z is a bounded
starlike body, and it is clear that it is el smooth because it is locally the
graph of a el smooth function whose tangent hyperplanes do not contain
any ray emanating from the origin (this property is again guaranteed by
the fact that ¡; is IOs- 2 -Lipschitz),
Let us now see that w~ has the property that for every hyperplane F not
containing any vector of the cone {x + tZE X ~Hff! [z] : Itl >2 Ilxll} there
exists y E a w~ n { x + tz E X: t > 0, I x I ~ s} such that y + F is tangent to
awz at y. Taking into account the construction of W z this is the same as
saying that {TE X* I T(x + tz) 'i" for all x Hz E X with Itl > 2 Ilxll} is
contained in the set {T E X* I Ker T is tangent to the graph of t ~ ¡;( x) } ,
Let liS check this inclusion.
Take TEX* such that T(x +tz) 'i"0 for all x+tzEXwith Itl >21Ixll,
Then T(x)jT(z)~2 for all xEHwith Ilxll ~I (indeed, either T(z»O or
T(z) <O; suppose for instance T(z»O; then, for Ilxll <1 ~ -tj2 we have
T(x - 2z) 'i" and T( -2z) < O; since the set {x EH: Ilxll < I} is connected

°

°
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and T is continuous this implies that T( x) - 2T(z) ~ T( x - 2z) < O and
therefore T(x)jT(z) ,;; 2 for all x E H with Ilxll < 1). If we define S E H* by
S(x)~T(x)jT(z) for all XEH this means that IISIIH,,;;2. Now, since
2B H, ~¡;(BH(O' 8)), there must be sorne Xo EBH(O, s) such that¡;(x o) ~
-S. Then we have that T(x + tz) ~ T(x) +tT(z) ~ T(z)[S(x) +tJ ~
T(z)[ -¡;(xo)(x)+tJ, and since T(z)i'O this means that T(x+tz)~O if
and only if t~¡;(xo)(x), that is Ker Tis tangent to the graph of t~¡,(x)
at the point X o + j,(x o) z in X ~Hffi [zJ.
So far we have constructed, for every z ES x and H ~ Ker d 11.11 (z), a el
smooth starlike body W z which contains B M and is contained in 2B M, and
has the nice property that all the hyperplanes not containing any vector of
{X+tZEX: Itl >21Ixll} are tangent to 8W, at sorne point of 8W, n
{ x + tz E X: t > O, I x I ,;; 8}. Next we are going to make use of this fact in
order to construct a bounded el smooth starlike body A with the property
that every hyperplane of X is tangent to the body A at sorne point of 8A.
Let {za} aEI be a lOsjM-net on the unit sphere S x (so that {Mza} aEI is
a IOs-net on the sphere S M)' and for each a let H. ~ Ker d 11.11 (z.) and
consider the ball with a weird bump directed by z. and H., W. ~ W". Let
if¡. be the Minkowski functional of W •. Now consider the union of all these
bodies,
A~

Let us see that A is a bounded
[O, (0) by

U W •.

el smooth starlike body. Define

if¡(x)

~

if¡: X-+

inf if¡.(x) .

.el

It is obvious that if¡ is positive homogeneous, and, as in the proof of the
first part of this theorem, it is not difficult to check that for every z E S x
there exist sorne r>O and sorne aEIsuch that if¡(x)~if¡.(x) for all XESx
with I x - z I < r; since every functional if¡. is el smooth away from the
origin, this implies that if¡ is el smoothinX\{O}. Therefore {XE XI if¡(x)';; I}
is a el smooth starlike body. Taking into account the construction of A
and the definition of if¡, it is easily checked, as in the preceding proof, that
A ~ {x E X I if¡(x) ,;; I}. Therefore A is a el smooth starlike body, and A is
bounded (as every W. is contained in the ball B(O, 2M)).
It only remains to prove that for every hyperplane H of X there is sorne
y E 8A such that y + H is tangent to 8A at y. From the construction of A
it is clear that for each a the bodies W. and A are the same inside the halfcylinder e. ~ {x + tz. E H. ffi [z.J : Ilxll ,;; 8, t > O}. Then, all the hyperplanes
of X not containing any vector of {x+tz.EH.ffi[z.J: Itl >211xll} are
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tangent to 8 W., and therefore tangent to 8A too, at sorne point of 8 W. n
C. ~ 8A n C.' This means that the set

u {TE X* I T(x +tz.) 7' Ofor al! x + tz.

E

H.EB [z.J with Itl > 2 Ilxll}

.el

is contained in

{TEX* ly+Ker Tis tangent to 8A at sorne point YE8A},
Therefore, in order to conclude the proof we on1y have to check that

X*\{O} ~

U {TEX*

I T(x+tz.) 7'0

for al! x +tz.

E

H. EB [z.J with Itl > 2 Ilxll},

Pick any TE X*, T 7' O; we may assume I TII ~ 1, Choose z E X, Ilz I ~ 1,
such that T(z) > 1 - s, and take z. such that Ilz - z. I ,,; 10s/ M (this is
possible because {ZaLl';EI is a maximal collection of lOsjM-separated points
of Sx), We have that IT(z.)-T(z)I";llz-z.ll";lOs/M<lOs and hence
T(z.)~T(z)-lOs>l-11s>O, Then, for every x~tz.EH.EB[z.J with
t>211xll >0 we wil! have

T(x +tz.)

~

T(x) + tT(z.) > T(x) +t(1 -lIs)

~

-llxll +t(1 -lIs)

> -llxll +211xll (1-11s)~(1-22s) Ilxll ~(1-~) Ilxll >0;
and in a similar way one can check that T(x + tz.) < O for al! x + tz. E
H.EB[z.J with t< -211xll <O, Therefore T(x+tz.) 7'0 for al! X+tZ.E
H.EB [z.J with Itl >2 Ilxll, This concludes the proof of 1,2,

Proofs of lA and 1,5, We wil! make use of the fol!owing resu1t, due to
S, A, Shkarin (see [14 J ),
THEOREM 2,2 (Shkarin), There is a ero diffeomorphism rp from (20nto
{O} such that al! the derivatives rp(n) are uniformiy continuous on (2' and
rp(x) ~ x for Ilxll ~ 1,

(2 \

Since uniformly continuous functions are bounded on bounded sets, it is
obvious that this de1eting diffeomorphism rp is Lipschitz, Let MI > O be its
Lipschitz constan\' For 0< 8 < 1/2, 1et us define diffeomorphisms rp,: (2-+
(2 \ {O}, rp,(x) ~ srp(x/s), C1early, rp,(x) ~ x whenever Ilxll ~ s, and I rp; I ro ~
Ilrp'llro, so that al! these rp, have Lipschitz constant MI (not depending
on s),
We can identify (2 ~ (2EB R ~ {(x, t): x E (2, tER}, with the norm II(x, t)11
~ (11x11 2 + t 2 )1/2 We have to construct a ero smooth bounded starlike body
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A in this space with the praperty that the hyperplanes H. ~ {(x, t): t ~ a}
are not tangent to A at any point y ~ (x, a) E 8A. Let us consider the function G(x) ~ (1 -llxI1 2)'¡2, defined for Ilxll"; 1, which is Lipschitz when
restricted to Ilxll"; 1/2, with Lipschitz constant, say, M 2 . Next define

for I x I ,,; 1. Clearly, F, is Lipschitz with constant less than or equal to
M,M2 on the set {x: Ilxll ";s}, and F,(x)~(1-llxI12)'/2for Ilxll :"s. Take
Mlarge enough so that M>M,M2 and (1-(1/2M)2)'/2:"1/2. Fix s with
O< 8 < ,,1.. Then we have 1:" F,( x) :" 1/2 whenever I x I ,,; 8, and F, is
M- Lipschitz on this sel. As in the praof of the smooth part of Theorem 1.2,
it is easily checked that these conditions on F, imply that every ray
emanating fram the origin intersects the graph of t~F,(x) at exactly one
point, and the same argument applies to the function t ~ -F,(x). Then it
is clear that the set

is a bounded starlike body whose boundary is 8A ~ { (x, t): t 2 + I ep ,( x) 1 2 ~ 1} .
Moreover, 8A is ero smooth because it is locally the graph of ero smooth
functions whose tangent hyperplanes do not contain any ray coming [rom
the origino
Finally, let us check that the hyperplanes H. ~ {(x, t): t ~ a} are not
tangent to A at any point y ~ (x, a) E 8A. Bearing in mind the construction
of A, this comes down to showing that F;(x) 7'0 whenever Ilxll ";8, which
happens because the function t ~ F,( x) does not satisfy Rolle's theorem.
Indeed,

F;(x)(h)

~

for sorne h, because ep;(x) is a linear isomorphism and ep,(x) 7' O. This praves
lA.
Corallary 1.5 is now easy to deduce: it suffices to compose the Minkowski
functional qA of this starlike body A with a smooth real bump function a
such that a(t) ~ 1 for small values of Itl, and apply the chain rule.

FINAL REMARKS
Let liS finish this paper with sorne remarks concerning the following
question. What is the minimal size of the cone generated by the range of
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the derivative of a bump function? For the time being only partial results
are available.
On the one hand, if X ~ ca the size of ~(b) can be reany smalL Indeed,
as a consequence of P. Hájek's work [10J on smooth functions on Ca we
know that if b is el smooth with a locany uniformly continuous derivative
(note that there are bump functions with this property in ca), then b'(X) is
contained in a countable union of compact sets in X* (and in particular
~(b) has empty interior),
On the other hand, if X is nonreflexive and has a separable dual, there
are bumps b on X so that ~(b) has empty interior, Indeed, as a straightforward consequence of Proposition 33 of [12J (see also Lemma 11 in
[8 J) we have that for our nonreflexive Banach space X, and for every
equivalent Fréchet differentiable norm 11 ,11 in X, the set NA IH ~ { TE X* : T
attains its norm} must have empty interior in X*. Besides, it is well known
that every space with separable dual has an equivalent Fréchet smooth
norm. Therefore, by combining these two results we get an equivalent el
smooth norm 11, 11 on X such that NA HI has empty interior, Now, by taking
into account that for a differentiable norm the cone generated by the range
of its derivative coincides with the set of norm attaining functionals, we can
deduce that the cone pd 11 ' 11 (x): x 7' 0, A ~ O} has empty interior in X*, By
composing this norm with a suitable real function we hen obtain a el
smooth bump function f whose support is precisely B x and with the
property that the cone generated by f' (X) has empty interior in X*,
In the reflexive case, however, the problem is far from being settled, In
fact, the cone ~(b) cannot be very sman, since it is going to be a residual
subset of the dual X* (this is a straightforward consequence of Stegall's
variational principIe: for every Banach space X having the Radon-Nikodym
Property (RNP) it is not difficult to see that ~(b) is a residual set in X*),
Therefore, for infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach spaces X one can hardly
expect a better answer to the aboye question than the following one: there
are smooth bumps b on X such that the cone ~(b) has empty interior in
X*, In the case of the Hilbert space (2 the existence of such bumps has been
shown very recently (see [4 J), but in the general reflexive case the problem
remams open.
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